
Fill in the gaps

Another Saturday Night by Cat Stevens

Another saturday  (1)__________  and I ain't got nobody

I've got  (2)________  money  (3)__________  I just got paid

now how I wish I had  (4)______________  to  (5)________ 

to

I'm in an  (6)__________  way

I got in  (7)________  a month ago

I've seen a lot of girls since then

if I could meet 'em I  (8)__________  get 'em

but as yet I haven't met 'em

that's how I'm in the  (9)__________  I'm in

(chorus)

Another  (10)__________   (11)________  me

he had a  (12)____________  who  (13)____________  just

fine

instead of  (14)__________  my deliverance

she had a strange resemblance

to a cat  (15)__________  frankenstein

(chorus)

It's  (16)________  on a fella

when he don't know his way around

if I don't find me a honey

to help me spend my money

I'm gonna  (17)________  to  (18)________   (19)________ 

town

Another  (20)________________   (21)__________  and I

ain't got nobody

I've got some  (22)__________  cause I just got paid

now how I wish I had someone to talk to

I'm in an  (23)__________  way

Another saturday night and I ain't got nobody

I've got  (24)________  money cause I just got paid

now how I wish I had someone to talk to

I'm in an  (25)__________  ooo

I'm in an  (26)__________  way

he's in an awful way

I'm in an awful ooo

I'm in an awful way

he's in an  (27)__________  way

I'm in an awful way 
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. night

2. some

3. cause

4. someone

5. talk

6. awful

7. town

8. could

9. state

10. fella

11. told

12. sister

13. looked

14. being

15. named

16. hard

17. have

18. blow

19. this

20. saturday

21. night

22. money

23. awful

24. some

25. awful

26. awful

27. awful
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